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August 28, "2015 Summer Chung Pyung Special Great Works" the Starting Prayer of Gratitude 

 

The '2015 Summer Chung Pyung Special Great Works' commemorating the 3rd Universal 

Seonghwa of Sun Myung Moon, the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind 

 

The grace of the Starting Prayer of Gratitude 

 

The '2015 Summer Chung Pyung Special Great Works' commemorating the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of 

Sun Myung Moon, the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind will take place at several holy 

grounds of Chung Pyung from August 28th to the 30th for 3 days. This Great Works is going to happen at 

the same time as the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of Sun Myung Moon, the True Parents of Heaven, Earth, 



and Humankind and thus become an even more meaningful time. We are expecting tens of thousands of 

members to attend the pilgrimage. Various programs are organized such as True Parent's words, Youths 

and Students World Assembly, the Shimjeong Culture Festival, the holy ground pilgrimage event, the 

ancestors' liberation ceremony, the ancestors blessing ceremony, and a holy item lottery event. 

 

On the first day (08.28) at 6:30 in the morning, the starting prayer of grace took place at Jeonshimwon 

with Heungjin nim and Dae Mo Nim. Jeonshimwon was full of members that came the previous day from 

all over the world to visit the holy grounds of Chung Pyung, and for the members who could not enter 

because it was full, monitors were installed in the Cheonseong Wanglim Palace and the Chinhwa Annex 

B. 

 

In Jeonshimwon the portrait of Hyo Jin Nim was set between the portraits of Heungjin nim and Dae Mo 

Nim. True Parents said that Hyo Jin Nim was the devoted son and loyal subject that claimed victory in 

setting the condition of indemnity over Can and Abel, and that members of the unification family must 

model oneself after the roads Heungjin nim and Hyo Jin Nim went on. That is why the portrait of Hyo Jin 

Nim was installed. Hyo Jin Nim received a big mission called, 'Shim cheon gae bang won Chung hyo gae 

moon joo (深天開放苑 忠孝開門主)' from True Parents, and is serving True Father in the spirit world 

while working with General Director Heungjin nim for the fulfillment of the providence of restoration on 

Earth and the Spirit World. 

 

The starting prayer of grace proceeded under the direction of Vice Director Myung gwan Lee in the order 

of: the Cheon Il Guk nation holy song, bow, and Family Pledge, and later with some Hoon Dok reading 

and a benediction from director Kiseong Lee. Director Kiseong Lee read the following from the Cheon Il 

Guk scripture "Chambumogyeong"(Page 1312, Chapter 11, Section 3, Verse 2:18). 

 

"Everyone has lots of spirits in them. The history of Chung Pyung is about True Parents dragging 

those spirits out. True Parents shines a searchlight to these spirits so that they can climb out of hell 

in the spirit world. Anyone can follow that light. All good spirits are that way. A path that they can 

climb is opened. All conditions and walls have gotten rid of. Such walls of liberation must be 

opened. Therefore you can go to heaven in a short time. People today are encountering bad spirits 

and being damaged, so we must disconnect them. We must shake off all of the bad spirits. Because 

the family of Adam fell we have to rewrite the history of creation. We must recreate our ancestors. 

But we must make the families in the position of the head angel. That is why we entered the era of 

mass blessing and spirit world liberation blessing." 

 

And director Kiseong lee offered the following earnest report to Heaven. 

 

"Beginning from 6:30 AM on July 15 of the 3rd year of the Heavenly Calendar, bowing to our True 

Parents of Heaven, Earth, and Humankind of Cheon Il Guk Jinshungdukhwangjae 

OekchoChangsaeng Mansunggunhwang (天一國 眞聖德皇帝 億兆蒼生 萬勝君皇) at Jeongshimwon 

of the Chung Pyung Heaven and Earth Training Centeler, and serving Hyo Jin Nim of the 

'Shimcheon Gaebangwon Chunghyo Gaemunju' in the spirit world, General director Heungjin 

nim, and the absolute loyal Dae Mo Nim who is the Choongshim Bongcheon Choongshim 

Bongshin,; commemorating the 3 Universal Seonghwa with 480 billion absolute good spirits and 

angels making history we are starting the '2015 Summer Chung Pyung Special Great Works'. 

 

Before he passed away, True Father organized everything for True Mother, and after saying 

everything was fulfilled he passed away. Once he entered the heavens he organized a great 

revolution in the spirit world and decided on a palace of the heavens where the presence of the 

Heavenly Parents could reside. Then he commanded the absolute good spirits with the authority of 

Cheon Il Guk Jinshungdukhwangjae OekchoChangsaeng Mansunggunhwang, and is making a new 

history during this period of the Great Works. Let this be the period of Great Works where the 

leaders of the world and the central members can come together with the youths that are the hope 

of the future and let us all resolve a new beginning, centering on True Parents. 

 

We truly thank you for the grace of separating the evil spirits and liberating and blessing the 

ancestors. We are all touched by the astonishing grace given to us, and have spiritually grown in 

many ways, so please help us be able to handle the mission of the central blessed families to fulfill 

the Heavenly Tribal Messiah." 

 

After the benediction of director Kiseong Lee and the holy song 'Grace of the Holy Garden,' there was a 

time for individual prayers to Heaven. The sound of prayers from members who came to see the holy 

grounds of Chung Pyung from all over the world filled Jeonshimwon. Finally, under the direction of vice 

director Myeong-gwan Lee, the Starting Prayer of Gratitude was finished with three cheers of oeg mansei. 

 

Member S.T from church, Japan expressed her impressions about attending the Starting Prayer of 



Gratitude by saying, "I shall wrap up my past life." 

 

"I attended the Great Works many times but it was my first time to attend the Starting Prayer of 

Gratitude. 

 

By participating in the Starting Prayer of Gratitude I have once more realized with a new heart the 

importance of separating spirits. I have promised to live a different life from the past. 

 

With the 3rd Universal Seonghwa that ends the 3 years of mourning at the grave (Shimyo), I feel 

that we have to realize the value of True Parents to humankind, and that without them we could 

not overcome our hardships. I want to make a new beginning to the victory of the Vision2020 

through this Great Works, and want to wrap up my past life and move on as a new person" 

 

After completing the 2015 Global Top Gun workshop(08.07~27) and attending this Great Work, Seigo 

Iba (2nd Gen 2014 Absolute Matching by True Parents) of the Sunmoon University Haksa, testified the 

following and promised to separate the evil spirits being a public official of the church. 

 

 
 

"Because I am working for public mission, I made the resolution during the starting prayer of 

gratitude to completely separate bad spirits and liberate myself from fallen nature. 

 

While receiving the 'Global Top Gun Workshop' before the Great Works, I once again felt hope at 

the greatness of True Parents for the achievements of world providence. I deeply felt that True 

Parents fulfilled the providence with the responsibility for us humanity, and I was very thankful 

about it. I will do my best to pass on the love that I have received myself to the future generations." 

 

Member Yoshihiko Watanabe (36,000 couples) from the Japanese Kita-chiba region Funabashi church 

was also at the 11th Japanese Heavenly Tribal Messiah Workshop (08. 26~30). Watanabe said he came to 

the Great Works to bring victory on the Heavenly Tribal Messiah work, and delivered the following 

words. 

 

 



 

"I participated in this Heavenly Tribal Messiah Workshop because I want to claim victory for the 

Heavenly Tribal Messiah. The fact that my father passed away held a big part in participating in 

the event. I attended the Great Works to report the passing of my father. 

 

Before True Father passed away I only saw him from a distance. After that he pass away, and I 

repented at my inadequate self. 

 

The thing I regret the most is not helping True Father enter Japan while he was still alive. As an 

alliance we did activities to make connections with city mayors and current members of the 

legislative body, but we did not succeed. 

 

Now I participate in the Great Works to pray for the victory of the 430 families Heavenly Tribal 

Messiah before 2020 together as husband and wife. First I will form a family that the heavens want, 

and then our family will become the core of our community. With such hearts we are going to 

welcome the 3rd Universal Seonghwa." 

 

Secretary General Yeong-ha Yoo (6,000couples) of the Japanese Federation for Peace and Unification in 

Aichi Current Headquarters said that this summer Chung Pyung Special Great Works period has become 

a 3 day journey to engrave the meaning of the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of True Father in his heart. The 

following words were his testimony: 

 

 
 

"I participated in this Great Works for the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of True Father in order to 

make a new start and to arrange everything once more. I started by participating in the starting 

prayer of gratitude, and it was indeed full of grace. I arrived yesterday afternoon(08.27) and began 

from today the 3 day journey, and I think it is really meaningful that the first session began with a 

prayer. I especially engraved the words from Cheonseonggyeong about the meaning and value of 

the history of Chung Pyung that director Kiseong Lee read, and the sincere prayer he offered also 

touched my heart. 

 

Chung Pyung is the hometown of members' hearts, and is a place of heeling and grace. I think there 

is a lot of meaning in how members receive special grace here and go back home recharged. I felt 

hope seeing development such as the completion of Chinhwa Annex B, and wish that all members 

could come to Chung Pyung and restart anew. 

 

It is already the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of True Father, and I hope that all members can become 

one and restart at the returned ideal Garden of Eden which is the Chung Pyung holy grounds, 

centered on True Parents. I shall also spiritually and physically start again and march forward 

anew at the Chung Pyung holy grounds, the origin of all Unification movements. I hope it can be a 3 

day journey where we can engrave the special meanings of the 3rd Universal Seonghwa of True 

Father, spiritually and physically." 


